
OTHER FEATURES

Built-in Alarm
(3 error attempts vibration 

occurred, alarm triggered 60sec)

Drawer with Number Lock6 Ways to Unlock LED Lights External Power Supply
via Micro USB Port

Backup Key

VR COUNTESS
VR MARQUIS

* Measurement may be vary as weights & dimensions approximate only * Consistent with our policy of continuing improvement, we reserved the right to alter any parts of these specifications without 
notice and without incurring any obligations * Pictures for illustration purpose only 

THE PEERAGE SAFES

The choices for customisation is endless. Unlock your safe with any or all of the 
combinations you trust- fingerprint, passcode or key. 

Much more advanced than the traditional cylinder bolt, the square bolt’s 
force surface is greater- effectively improving tamper resistance. 

The safe’s interiors are designed with the environmental-friendly camphor 
wood, covered with flannelette. Fragrant, anti-mold and anti-moth, camphor is 
an ideal material for protecting precious items. 

Reinforced with exclusive, German-patented whirlwind lock, providing 
near-indestructible resistance against pry attacks.

SPECS

VR Countess

VR Marquis
Download
Brochure

H 490 * W 390 * D 350

H 715 * W 450 * D 380

External Dimension (mm)

H 425 * W 360 * D 260

H 620 * W 410 * D 280

Interior Dimension (mm)

45

100

Weight (kg)

1

1

Drawer

2

2

Compartment

-

1

Cylinder
Bolt Lock 

1

1

Storm Wind
Thread Lock

2

3

Custom-Made
Square Bolt

Fingerprints

Memorised

20
Smart Security Pin System

3-8 Digits

The polished zinc alloy handle, stainless steel mirror panel, along with the luxurious 
velvet interior of the finest grade, finished with a delicate piano painting approach, 
gives the safe an elegant, exclusive appearance. 

Prying open is virtually impossible with the all-inclusive, thickening hinges installed 
between the safe’s door and body. The thick 6mm door and 4mm body are constructed 
using German plasma machine, for laser-precision cut to minimise welding, making it 
highly resistant to mechanical tools attack. 

• VR Countess (2) • VR Marquis (3)

Highly Customisable
Access Combination 

Storm Wind
Thread Lock

Custom-Made
Square Bolt

Zinc Alloy Handle,
Velvet Interior 

Integral Reinforce

Protecting
Valuables,
Protecting
Environment


